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The supplement will be an opportunity for companies to showcase their efforts toplacing adverts and editorials.
wards making the workplace a safe environment and achieving a zero tolerance to
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Welcome to yet another edition
of your favorite mining magazine, ZiMining.
The mines and Minerals
Amendment Bill of 2015 continues to be a topical issue in the
mining sector. The Bill is yet to be
tabled, again, before Parliament.
President Emmerson Mnangagwa withheld assenting to the earlier tabled amendment bill because of some grey areas he felt
needed a second look. Versions
of the purported amendment
Bill have started circulating on
social media. Some sections of
the said Bill have caused panic
among miners. Also, it has led to
associations that represents miners to cross paths as they differ
in opinion. Zimbabwe Miners
Federation (ZMF) dismissed the
purported Bill in circulation and
urged their members to wait for
due process. Whereas, Artisanal

and Small Scale Miners Association (ASSA) has written a letter
of compliant to the Clerk of Parliament calling for a wider consultation before the Bill is tabled
before the August House.
Tabling of the Amendment Bill
has dragged on for too long now.
But, the Ministry of Mines and
the Attorney Generals offices are
working round the clock to prepare a widely consulted legislation.
In our November issue, we are
going to publish an Occupational Health and Safety supplement
in which we call for Organisation, companies and individuals
involved in Occupational Health
and Safety to participate by way
of placing adverts for their services and products.
Hope you will have a nice time.
Enjoy your favorite magazine.
Tell next time

Do you have a unique mining story you want published?
Just Call/WhatsApp ZiMining Editor on 0778372731,
email: editor@zimining.co.zw, chidambathomas@gmail.
com
To advertise call Ollmen on 0775322156
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Mines and Minerals
Bill stirs Honert’s nest

By Thomas Chidamba

T

he much awaited
Mines and Minerals
Amendment Bill set
to be tabled before
Parliament has opened a can
of worms and has left mining
stakeholders divided in opinion
with some in support while others are calling for extensive consultations before it is presented
before the August House.
The Ministry of Mines and Mining Development together with
the office of the Attorney General
have been busy engaging stakeholders on the proposed amendments before the Bill is set for
Parliament.
The process is aimed at amending
the archaic and colonial Mines
and Minerals Act.
A purported draft amendment
Bill which is already circulating
on social media has stirred a hornet’s nest and some miners have
pressed a panic button.
Section 20 of the purported
amendment Bill is the bone of

contention with small scale miners alleging that it is meant to elbow them out of mining business.
Zimbabwe Miners Federation
(ZMF), an umbrella body for
small scale miners, shot down the
purported Bill in circulation on
social media urging membership
to give stakeholder consultations
a chance.
“The ZMF Executive and Management Board would like to
correct the persistent, ungrained
misinformation proliferating on
social media spread by individuals/groups or associations about
the Mines and Minerals Amendment Bill.
“The facts are that there is a
committee that is currently work-

ing on the Mines and Minerals
Amendment Bill.
“The draft is yet to be submitted
to Parliament by the 30th September of 2020 subject to confirmation by The Ministry of Mines and
Mining Development.
“We urge our members to ignore
the purported Bill in circulation
and not to be misled by certain
malcontents who are bent on misleading our membership,” wrote
Mr Wellington Takavarasha, the
ZMF Chief Executive Officer.
Artisanal and Small Scale Miners
Association (ASSA), through its
National Chairman Mr Blessing
Togarepi has written to the Clerk
of Parliament raising concerns
about the purported amendment

“We urge our members to ignore
the purported Bill in circulation and
not to be misled by certain malcontents who are bent on misleading our
membership.”
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Mr Wellington Takavarasha
Bill.
“Please be advised that as ASSA,
we appreciate some improvements
and amendments in the Bill, final
H.B. 19, 2015. However, there are
areas which we have noted with
concern that if these amendments
are to be adopted, then small scale
miners will not enjoy and benefit
compared to a situation whereby a
status quo is maintained.
“It is noteworthy, that the new
sections that substituted sections; 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 and 27 of
Cap. 21:05 are suggesting that an
individual or a company will no
longer walk into the office of the
Ministry of Mines and Mining
Development to buy a prospecting license and go straight to
prospect or search for the mineral
in your target area. The proposed
amendments want to formulate a
Cadastre Registrar, so that an individual or company will have to
submit an application for an exclusive prospecting license, attend
interviews before the board and
if the board deems you capable
of mining then authority will be
granted, that is you will be issued
with the license to go and explore
for the mineral in you want to
extract. Otherwise, if this board is
not satisfied then your application
will be rejected.

Mr Blessing Togarepi
“Our borne of disagreement is
what reason justifies the involvement of a board in granting
mining rights? How many times
will that board sit and how many
people will be interviewed weekly,
monthly and annually? Is this not
creating a needless bottleneck in
mineral searching and mine titles
administration? How inclusive is
the board system judging from
similar boards elsewhere? How
many people will qualify before a
board?
“If the board knows how lucrative and promising is the area that
i want to extract, will it not be
tempted to decline my application
and later sell my find to the highest bidder?” queried Mr Togarepi.
A group of artisanal miners
calling itself Mining Forum also
petitioned the Mines and Mining
Development Minister Winston
Chitando over the purported Bill.
“We petition the minister to
genuinely consult artisanal miners for their input in the Mines

and Minerals Amendment Bill of
2015.
“Our understanding is that the
bill was sponsored by foreign
powers whose loyalty to our nation is dubious and hence their
desire to sideline miners.
“the Bill’s contents are against
both indigenous mines and the
spirit of liberation for which many
sacrificed their lives.
“Of particular concern to miners,
is the Bill’s spirited efforts to take
away mining rights and give them
to a board which will grant the
same to a favored a few as privileges ignoring the fact that this
nation was founded by miners,
mineral fabricators and experts
and therefore such act is in effect
theft of the essence of our heirship
to national heritage,” reads part of
the petition.
A miner who spoke on condition of anonymity said: “we are in
trouble and should come together
to oppose this (Amendment Bill),
let me just touch on a few major
amendments that affect artisanal
mining and (are) of major concern to us. The proposed Bill
seeks to wave mining rights to
mining title by way of removing
the prospecting licence replacing
it with an exclusive prospecting
licence which can be acquired
through merit unlike the current
one which requires one to be over
18 and be a Zimbabwean.
“So basically they are repealing
all section which has anything to
do with people sections 20, 21 etc
The Amendment Bill will be
tabled soon before Parliament for

“Our borne of disagreement
is what reason justifies the involvement of a board in granting mining rights?
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TogaBless wins Ethiopian tender

mavhazat22@gmail.com

By Amanda Mavhaza

S

takes continue to rise for
local mining giant, TogaBless Investments after
the firm won a tender to
renovate a huge mining centre
and build elution tanks in Ethiopia, ZiMining can exclusively
reveal.
TogaBless, a company that specializes in mine pegging, geophysics, contract mining, beacon
installation among other services
coupled with highly trained personnel, state of the art exploration
equipment that guarantees good
results.
TogaBless Managing Director Mr
Blessing Togarepi confirmed to
ZiMining that his company was
awarded a multi-million-dollar
tender by Ethiopian Government
recently.
He said work will commence
soon.
Mr Togarepi said the awarding
was foolproof that TogaBless Investments is the most sought after
entity not only in Zimbabwe but
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even across the continent.
“The awarding of tender to
TogaBless Mining investments a
company specialising in mine pegging, beacon installation, exploration, geophysics, contract mining,
construction of mills, the building
of elution tanks portrays that the
company is now one of the most
sought after entities not only locally but in the continent at large.
“To us this is a vote of confidence
to the company and Zimbabwe as
a country.
“This recognition serves as testament that Togabless is a specialist
in the area of mining and is able
to offer top notch services to the
contracting authorities,” he said.
Mr Togarepi said the awarding of
tender to his company will reap
much benefits for the country in
generating the much needed foreign currency.
“This tender will also generate
foreign direct investments to the
country and increase forex liquidity in Zimbabwe. We will work
hard as a company to deliver the
best services in Ethiopia for the
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integrity of both our company and
country. We are aware of the work

that await us and we will not sit
on our laurels but will work hard

to deliver the best services to the
contracting authorities,” he said.

240 women get free mines
By Amanda Mavhaza

W

omen in Mashonaland Central
Province recently
got some early
Christmas presents after enterprising mining firm, TogaBless
Mining Investments donated 40
mining claims to 240 women to
share amongst themselves.
In what was to be a programme
to benefit farmers who are part of
the government initiated Pfumvudza programme turned out to
be a double windfall for women
in Mash Central Province after
TogaBless Investment chipped in
with a donation of 40 mines.
Speaking during Provincial
Pfumvudza Input Scheme launch
at Mutumba Primary School
in Mdaziva recently, TogaBless
Investment Managing Director
Mr Blessing Togarepi said his
organization will continue to as-

sist marginalized members of the
community.
Senate President Cde Marbel Chinomona was the Guest of honour.
“We have pledged 40 mining
claims for women in Mashonaland
Central to benefit. These will be
shared by women in syndicates of
6 per group. They will have to go
to the Provincial office of the Ministry of Women Affairs to register
so that they get their mines.
“My company aims to empower
all women to get mines and uplift
their lives through mining.
“So I urge more women to be
organized so that we assist them in
getting mining claims,” he said.
Mr Togarepi said his company
has ready investors who are willing to assist these women venture
into mining through providing
required technical expertise and
machinery.
“Our company has agreements
with German investors who will
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assist these women enter into the
mining field.
“I have been to German and
negotiated with these investors
who have all the best machinery
for gold prospecting and skills
they used when they mined here
(before independence),” he said.
It will be a valuable benefit for
these women miners as TogaBless
has promised to send them to a
mining school for free to acquire
basic mining skills.
This is the second time for women
in Mash Central to benefit mines
from TogaBless after they assisted
another group that had sent an SOS
to the ministry of Women affairs
This comes after TogaBless Investments recently donated mining
claims to 36 women in Mashonaland East recently.
TogaBless is a company that specializes in mine pegging, geophysics, contract mining, beacon installation among other services.
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Miners, Rural District Councils
cross swords over Land Unit Tax
By Thomas Chidamba

T

ension is simmering
between miners and
Rural District Councils
over the pricing of the
recently introduced Land Unit
Tax.
The Land Unit Tax is a legal obligation for miners to pay a certain
amount of money to their respective Rural District Councils they
operate in
The mines and Mineral Act Chapter 21:05 section 255 indicates that
that miners make certain payments to local authorities whereas
the Rural District Councils Act
29:13 section 96 1a-e requires
owners of land within the jurisdiction of the RDC to pay development levies.
Miners, albeit not in defiant, feel
that there are discrepancies in the
pricing of the levy and are of the
view that Rural District Councils
are ripping them off.
Through the Miners representa-

“ZMF Executive and
Management Board
wishes to relay its dismay on the current set
up which prescribes that
miners are now required
to pay Rural District
Councils first before
paying and updating for
the certificate of inspection as required by the
Ministry of Mines and
Mining Development.

Mr Wellington Takavarasha
tive body, Zimbabwe Miners
Federation (ZMF), miners want
Rural District Council to charge
uniform fees for the land development levy.
In a memorandum to all miners
and also addressed to Ministry of
Mines and Mining Development
Permanent Secretary Mr Onesimo
Moyo, ZMF Chief Executive Officer Mr Wellington Takavarasha
alleged that the miners were disturbed by the discrepancies in the
charging of Rural District Council
Land Unit Tax.
“ZMF Executive and Management Board wishes to relay its
dismay on the current set up
which prescribes that miners are
now required to pay Rural District Councils first before paying
and updating for the certificate of
inspection as required by the Ministry of Mines and Mining
Development.
“ZMF wants to make it categorically clear that this set up is
not a prescribed legal requirement
but was a ‘gentlemen’s agreement’
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between the Ministry of Mines
and Mining Development and the
Ministry of Local Government,”
wrote Mr Takavarasha.
He further wrote that, this situation of ‘holding miners at ransom’,
was disturbing their operations.
“This has adversely affected
artisanal and small scale mining
operations administrative and
logistical arrangements.
“The RDCs have their own system
of getting payments from miners
which does not necessarily ransom them,” Mr Takavarasha wrote.
In response, Mr Moyo said his
ministry has since engaged Ministry of Local Government to find
common ground on the matter.
“The Ministry (of Mines and Mining Development) is working with
Ministry of Local Government to
find common ground in resolving
issues relating to Land Unit Tax by
local authorities which are affecting the mining companies,” Mr
Moyo said.
ZMF, in its bid to solve the issue,
engaged the Association of Rural
District Councils of Zimbabwe
pleading with them to assist in
synchronizing the Land Unit Tax
across all RDCs.
Mr Takavarasha said miners are
not restating meeting their legal
obligation, but they feel some
RDCs are charging exorbitant
levies.
“After a series of meetings between
the ministry of Mines and Mining
Development and Ministry of Local Government they agreed that
it is now a prerequisite for miners
to pay RDC Development Levies

first before updating certificates
of inspection with the ministry of
Mines and Mining Development.
“Unfortunately, this set up has
been abused by most RDCs hop
have apparently now held the
miners at ransom and are charging miners development levies
indiscriminately and ironically
twice to ten-fold far more than
the Ministry of Mines and Mining
Development inspection fees.
“Miners across the country have
complained bitterly about the levies that they are now required to
pay. Please note that the miners
are not against paying the levies
to RDCs but strongly feel the new
charges are unscrupulous,” Mr
Takavarasha said.
The Ministry of Mines and
Mining Development charges
ZWL$1000. 00 as inspection fees
for a ten (10) hectare claim.
In some charges by Rural District
Councils gleaned by this reporter,
Bindura Rural Council is charging
$2200, Mazowe $4500, and Rushinga $9000.
Association of Rural District
Councils of Zimbabwe Dr Isaac

Matsilele said all RDCs are guided
by the laws of the country.
“Rural District Councils are guided by Section 96(1)(b) that states
‘subject to this part, a council may
impose development levy upon
all persons who, on fixed the date,
become owners of mining locations situated on rural land within
the council area for (i) gold, silver,
platinum or precious stones and
employing, more than five workers.
“Further, to this section, RDCs are
further instructed by the RDC Act
under the same Section 96(3)(d)
that ‘A levy shall be
9a
0 assessed upon the person upon
whom it is imposed in terms of
subsection (1) or (2)(i) in the case
of land development levy- A, in
accordance with the third Schedule’ of which, the Third Schedule
of the RDC Act under Section 2(1)
makes the following categories: I
if he employs more than 5 but not
more than 100 workers, I unit; ii if
he employs more than 100 workers, 1unit; a for the first woo workers, 1unit, b thereafter. For each 50
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workers or part thereof, 1unit,” Dr
Matsilele wrote.
He urged all RDCs to uniformly
classify the rates land development
levy as required by the Rural District Councils Act Section 96 1(a).
Dr Matsilele turned down the
request by ZMF to have all RDCs
charge the same amount saying
the action would be against the
law.
“Standardising the quantum of the
rate as requested is ultra vires the
provisions of the Rural District
Councils Act. The Act explicitly
states that in Section 96(4): whenever a council imposes a land
development levy . . . the council
shall fix an amount which shall be
the unit of land development levy
for the purposes of that schedule.
“notwithstanding, RDCs are
required to provide basis for the
fixed levy which is, in most cases
guided by the budget of the land
authority, cost of doing business
and burden of taxation,” he said.
Association, ZMF appealed for
the synchronization of the land
development levy across all district councils.
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‘Use it or lose it policy will prevent accumulation
of mining claims for speculative purposes’
The Mines and Miners Amendment Bill has been topical over
the past weeks and ZiMining Reporter Amanda Mavhaza (AM)
interviewed Togables Investment
Managing Director who is also
the Artisanal and Small Scale
Miners Association National
Chairman, Mr Blessing Togarepi
(BT). For this and other issues
read on. . .
AM: Being that prospective miners have to appear before a board
in order to get a license, what are
the implications for such on the
mining industry?
BT: The Mining Affairs Board
(MAB) will be chaired by the
Permanent Secretary of Mines. All
Chief Directors in the Ministry of
Mines and Mining Development
will sit on the Board, as well as at
least two other Ministry officials

In fact the efforts
made by government to consolidate
mining companies
provide evidence of
lack of capacity in
the numerous diamond companies
that were operating
in Marange.
12

recommended to the board by the
Minister of Mines.
Such an arrangement in view of
the past experience where companies could bid for mining licences
without adequate capital, the
creation of the board will make
a provision for potential mining companies to demonstrate
financial and technical abilities for
mining and to disclose beneficial
ownership when bidding.
Mining companies that were
granted mining rights in Marange had no proven financial and
technical capacities in diamond
mining. In fact the efforts made by
government to consolidate mining companies provide evidence
of lack of capacity in the numerous diamond companies that were
operating in Marange.
Moreso, there was concealment

of beneficial ownership in those
mining companies a situation
which had devastating effects on
Marange communities who had
hoped to benefit from the exploitation of their natural resource.
And also, the “use it or lose it
policy” will prevent accumulation
of mining claims for speculative
purposes and the Cadastre system
which requires an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) to be
undertaken before issuance of a
mining title.
Investors holding claims will be
forced to work on the ground and
increase production in the mining
sector.
The obligation for claim holders
to submit work plans for review
to the MAB every six months will
improve accountability and transparency in mining titling. Section

27 of the Bill states that an exclusive prospecting licence shall not
entitle the prospector to remove or
dispose of any mineral except for
purpose of having it assayed or for
determining its nature and must
get permission to do so from the
Cadastre Registrar.
This provision is critical in stamping mineral leakages that have
taken place in alluvial mining of
precious minerals like diamonds.
However, the composition of the
board weakens the oversight function of the Board and does not
provide representation to diverse
interests in the mining sector.
The Mines & Minerals Amendment Bill (MMAB) however
violates the separation of power,
an important pillar of good corporate governance as the Permanent
Secretary of Mines is both the
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Registrar of the Mining Cadastre
and chairperson of the MAB.
AM: Where there consultations
from all stakeholders in the
crafting of this bill
BT:The Mines & Minerals Act
(MMA) was drafted in 1961 and
enacted in 1965.
The attempt by government to
amend the MMA in 2007 failed to
go to parliament.
The Obert Mpofu driven draft
mineral policy in 2013 was not
adopted after receiving wide criticism during public consultation
meetings.
The recently introduced Mines
and Minerals Amendment Bill
(2015) in its current form shows
marked improvements from the
previous Act.
NB: For the full interview read it
on www.zimining.co.zw

Risk Advisory
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Environmental, Social & Governance considerations
By Jeremiah Ndhlovu

T

# jeremiahndhlovu

he member institutions of the World
Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and the
United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) believe that a
company’s management of ESG
factors, as well as a company’s
leadership on sustainable
development, are at the core of
business today and therefore
need to be considered by the
capital markets. (Translating
ESG into sustainable business
value, Report from an international workshop series of the
WBCSD and UNEP FI, March
2010)
Two of the previous risk advisory
articles covered the timeless mining principles of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) as well as
Safety, Health and Environment
(SHE).

The mining sector is at an advantage as far as ESG
is concerned as
the CSR and SHE
frameworks in the
sector are generally
advanced.
14

Before the audience forgets about
the CSR and SHE discussions, it is
worthwhile to discuss the Environment, Social and Governance
(ESG) principle.
The key question is why bother
discussing ESG when the CSR
and SHE frameworks cover the
ESG components.
The mining sector is at an advantage as far as ESG is concerned as
the CSR and SHE frameworks in
the sector are generally advanced.
ESG is not divorced from CSR
and SHE, rather it presents an integrated and coordinated framework for assessing the impact
of organisational sustainability
and ethical practices on financial
performance and operations.
Conscious investors use or require
use of the ESG criteria to screen
potential investments or funding
recipients.
Currently, ESG metrics are not a
mandatory reporting requirement
in many jurisdictions, though
many organisations are increas-

With more push
for integrated reporting globally,
establishing an
ESG framework
will contribute significantly towards
the much needed
non-financial information in integrated reporting.
ingly making disclosures in
annual reports as part of sustainability reporting.
With more push for integrated
reporting globally, establishing an
ESG framework will contribute
significantly towards the much
needed non-financial information
in integrated reporting.
There is no one exhaustive list
of components to consider for
each ESG factor. Organisations

might find ways of measuring the
components, but it is difficult to
assign monetary value to most
of the components. Components
ordinarily considered under the
different factors are as follows:
i).
Environmental
The main thrust is conservation
of the natural environment and
the key components considered
are:
•
Climate change
•
Pollution
•
Biodiversity
•
Energy efficiency
•
Water resources
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ii). Social
This factor considers welfare of
people and relationships. Key
components include:
•
Human rights
•
Diversity
•
Safety
•
Health
•
Gender and diversity
•
Community relations
•
Labour practices
iii). Governance
This factor considers the framework and standards of running
an organisation. The components
include:

Risk Advisory
•
Corporate governance
•
Ethics
•
Compliance
•
Executive compensation
•
Lobbying
•
Approach to taxation
•
Whistleblower schemes
Many organisations already have
components covered under the
aforementioned factors, though
these are managed disparately.
Similar to the principle of enterprise-wide risk management
(ERM), many organisations ought
to establish an ESG oversight
framework to have a comprehen-

sive assessment of how an organisation is fairing against leading
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Like our Facebook page #ZiMining and follow us on Twitter @ZiMining to
stay up to date with mining industry news, tweets and much more
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Jeremiah Ndhlovu is a
Certified Expert in Risk
Management (CERM).
He has acquired extensive risk management
insights in the mining
sector through outsource
projects including enterprise risk management,
combined assurance,
process and controls
standardisation, internal
auditing and external
auditing.
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Meet ZiMining Team

I

t all started in August 2019 — the
month and year when this website
and magazine launched.
Yes, we are celebrating our first anniversary, and you, being the ones who
made the website and magazine possible
and kept us going, are glad to welcome
you to this special edition. We couldn’t
possibly have reached this far without you.
But who are we? Who are the people
working behind the scenes to make
ZiMining a trusted source of mining
news? This month we’d like to print something rather different. After all it’s our
anniversary, and we’d like to give you a
glimpse behind the scenes — a little understanding into how we work and who
we are. So get yourself a drink, relax and
set a few minutes aside.
All of ZiMining’s articles have to have a
certain mark of distinction that qualifies

them for their inclusion in the magazine.
That distinction has to pass the judgement of the editorial team, which never
jeopardises its strongly held integrity. In
short, the route that article takes before it
is published is a long one.
Admittedly, some articles we’ve published
inspire discussions on and beyond ZiMining, while sometimes one fails to stir the
conversations we had expected. However,
either case, we are certainly sure that the
magazine delivers value to you.
For the past year, dear reader, we’ve always sought to put your interests first and
ensure that the content published always
deserves your interest. This principle helps
us establish a conducive environment in
which useful, high-quality articles can be
written.
So who’s exactly part of ZiMining’s team?
We’re pleased you asked.

Thomas Chidamba, Editor

T

homas is an archaeologist, and also an
articulate media professional with experience in print journalism that combines
a lifelong interest and drive in news writing for media Organisations and companies.
Proactive, organized and an effective communicator, both in the written an oral form, Thomas possess
excellent design and layout skills and a high degree
of attention to detail.
Adaptable and able to rise to challenges and acquire
new knowledge. A good team player equally competent working independently and autonomously, with
the ability to develop and maintain positive working
relationships with others.
Thomas has more than 15 years of newsroom experienced.
He is also proficient in design and publishing software such as, among others, In-design and Adobe
Photoshop.
Moreover, Thomas is conversant with website con-

tent creation having, in August 2019, stepped up
to find ZiMining – a news website and e-magazine
focusing on mining – and became its founding editor
in charge of the editorial policy and overseeing the
magazine’s publication, resulting in a good readership within the mining community.
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Joshua Chibvuma, Columnist
EDUCATION
SUMMARY
University of
Zimbabwe (BA
Geography,
Portuguese and
History, 2008)
Great Zimbabwe University (BA 4th
Year Honours,
Geography &
Environmental

Science, 2011)
Bindura University of Science Education
(Msc Natural Resources Management and
Environmental Sustainability, 2015)
Zimbabwe Open University (Post Graduate
Diploma in Education, 2019)
Short courses:
Certificate of Achievement in Planning for
Monitoring and Evaluation, Philanthropy
University with the University of California,
Berkeley Haas School of Business, August
2020.
Introductory Course to the International
Legal Framework on Environmental Impact
Assessment, The United Nations Environmental Law and Conventions Portal, August
2020.
Introductory Course to International Environmental Law, The United Nations Environmental Law and Conventions Portal,
August 2020.
Introduction to Environmental Governance,
United Nations Institute for Training and
Research and United Nations Environmental
Programme, August 2020.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education, Zimbabwe: Teaching at various schools
in Chimanimani District since 2002.
UNISA, September to December 2019 field
assistant on data collection for book chapters volumes on Cyclones and Floods in
Chimanimani District.
Research Interests: Environmental science,
Natural resources exploitation.
Contact details: +263 773 504 510; jchibvuma@gmail.com

Jeremiah Ndhlovu
Jeremiah i a versatile risk assurance and advisory professional with requisite qualifications buttressing diverse
experiences to better serve
multi-sectoral clientele base:
•
Chartered Accountant (Zimbabwe) [CA(Z)]
•
Certified Expert in
Risk Management [CERM]
•
Certified Internal
Auditor [CIA]
He amassed considerable
risk experience in diverse
sectors, inter-alia Mining
and Metals, Financial Services and Consumer Products,
over a period spanning over
12 years. The suite of multisectoral services proffered
are outlined below:
Risk strategy: The service
entails diagnostic review of
risk management practices
with a view of formalising
and improving the processes
through definition of risk
roles and responsibilities,
in line with the three lines
of defence model, as well as
developing tools for identifying, measuring and reporting enterprise-wide risks.
Combined assurance: The
service is as per the King
Code on Corporate Governance. It is a key risk governance framework that allows
those charged with risk
oversight access to outputs of
diverse risk profiling of the
entity by third parties and by
management through risk
and control self-assessments.
The framework allows an
entity to proactively assess
all key enterprise-wide risks
to provide a holistic risk
profile snapshot at any point
in time.
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Internal auditing: This
entails identifying all of an
entity’s processes to build an
audit universe. The processes
are assessed for their risk to
build a risk based internal
audit plan. Tests of design
effectiveness and operating
efficiency are then executed
for processes identified
in the internal audit plan
throughout the internal audit plan period.
Process re-engineering:
This involves re-designing
processes to attain cost,
quality, service and efficient
performance advantages.
Process re-designing is virtually preceded by a comprehensive process diagnosis to
identify key design deficiencies in the respective processes.
Compliance reviews: This
pertains to reviewing of an
entity’s performance in relation to defined statutory and
regulatory frameworks so as
to minimise any penalties,
reputation damage and regulatory sanctions that may result from non-compliances.
Internal financial controls
review: This entails reviewing the adequacy of the
design and operating effectiveness of controls related
to financial reporting, as
required by the King Code
on Corporate Governance.

Ernest Mando,
Guest columnist

Makumbe J Makumbe,
Quality Assurance

rnest is a
scholar
with
several
articles published
in this magazine,
journals and organizational websites on the afore-mentioned issues.
Some of his work with ZiMining including
articles on the use of mercury by ASG sector,
ecological debt in mining, land degradation and
socio-ecological issues in the sector.
The columnist is a Doctoral Student (PhD) of
Environmental Management with University
of South Africa. Besides that, he attained the
following qualifications: MSc Safety, Health &
Environmental Management from Midlands
State University (MSU), Postgraduate Diploma
in Education and a BSc (Hons) Geography and
Environmental Studies degree.
He also holds several certificates for example
Data Use & Management (UNICEF) and
Safety & Health Management (NSSA). Ernest is a holder of several awards for example,
2017 MSU Book Prize Award for best student
at Masters’ degree & Grand Prize Award for
Regional Policy Brief Competition, Southern
Africa (SAFRAP- by YETT). He has extensive
research experience that informs most of his
magazine articles. Specifically, he has special
interests in the extractive sector, environmental sociology, environmental policy, socioecological linkages, health and safety among
others. He has spearheaded various projects in
organisations and institutions such as School
Arboretum and Climate Resilience Projects. He
is an educator with experience in elementary
education and higher education. He has work
experience in research and projects with several
NGOs such as HelpAge International, African
Forum on Debt and Development (AFRODAD) and UNISA’s Institute of Corporate Citizenship. The columnist is humanitarian ethic,
and is engaged with several organisations as a
Volunteer. He is ready to engage with anyone in
sustainable deals.
Contacts: ernestkmando@gmail.com
+263772244193, skype/facebook/twitter/Instagram- ernestkmando

Makumbe is an accomplished and self-driven
communications and media
relations practitioner with
over 10 years of experience
in the media and public relations industry, overseeing
media, communications,
messaging, and PR functions to promote organizational programmes, brands
and services.
SKILLS AND WORK EXPERIENCE
He is an exceptionally motivated, enthusiastic, creative,
multi-skilled and professional qualified media,
communications and public
relations expert with several
years of experience in these
fields
He possess several multimedia skills ranging from
developing and managing
print and digital content to
overseeing publications and
productions and productions. Makumbe is skilled
in leading strategic communications and PR programmes and have the ability to develop, write, and
launch on-message materials to meet any organizational goals. He has exceled
at generating effective and
positive exposure as well
as enabling the success of
dynamic PR campaigns.
Highlights and experience
•
Developing strategic communications plans,
generating multimedia
materials, producing print,
audio/visuals, web and
social media content, and
developing targeted presentations to communicate key

E
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messaging and initiatives
throughout distinguished
career in communications
and PR roles.
•
Evolving and
continually optimizing
marketing communications
infrastructure to achieve
high-impact integrated
campaigns on time and on
budget.
•
Fine-tuning knowledge of traditional and new
media channels to accelerate corporate messaging;
developing and managing
website content to expand
communications.
•
Communicating
with key stakeholders to
gather information and
develop targeted communications tools while consistently achieving goals and
objectives.
EDUCATION
•
Completed Master
of Science Degree in Journalism and Media Studies
with the National University of Science and Technology (NUST) in 2019.
•
Holding a Bachelor
of Arts Honours Degree in
Journalism obtained from
Voronezh State University
in the Russian Federation
in 2008, and a National
Diploma in Mass Communications from the Harare
Polytechnic College (2002).
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Amanda Mavhaza

field reporters, other writers, news
producers and assignment editors.
Can request and collect public
Amanda Mavhaza is a dedicated
records to corroborate information
journalist who is keen on exploring
unexpected angles and equipped with needed for articles and can write
years of prolific writing experience in hard news and features such as
writing and producing factual, ethical human-interest, backgrounders and
trend stories.
and impactful articles.
Conducts field interviews and rePrepares content for online publication, performs thorough research and search on the background of information sources.
secures information sources.
Currently holds a national Certificate
Utilizes creative production techand studying for a National Diploma
niques such as graphics and latest
in journalism and media studies.
forms of media Collaborates with
Mutsa Sibanda is a young, dynamic sports and arts
journalist whose main interest lies in covering recreational activities that occur in mining communities

Brenda Musemwa
Brenda Musemwa is a self-driven media practitioner
with 2 years of experience in PR fuctions to promote
organizational program.
SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE
I possess several multi-media skills ranging from developing and managing print and digital content .I’m
skilled in leading strategic communications and PR
programs and have the ability to develop, write and
launch on-message material to meet organizational
goals.
Highlights of my skills and experience include the
following;
Producing print, audio visuals, web and social media
content ,and developing targeted presentation to
communicate essential messaging and and initiatives
throughout the media industry
Fine tuning knowledge of traditional and new media
channels to accelerate corporate communication and
managing website content to expand communication
Demonstrating outstanding verbal and written communication skills while thriving in deadline-driven
,fast paced environments
EDUCATION
Complted a diploma in public relations with London
Chamber of Commerce International(LCCI) in 2019
Completed a diploma in marketing with London
Chamber of Commerce International(LCCI) in 2019
Currently studying Media and Society Studies at
Midlands State University(MSU)
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Tafadzwa Goronga is a journalist who has covered
business news, sports and politics, entertainment
news for nearly two decades in Zimbabwe.
He comes more with the sports and entertainment
news for ZiMining and hopes to continue as the
publication grows.
The mining communities in Zimbabwe have produced great sportspersons, and this needs to be celebrated as we also note the mine’s corporate social
programs in sports and arts.
Ollman (Marketing and Sales Executive)
He is an advertising executive with vast experience
in newspaper and magazine marketing and sales.
He has gained during his tenure at Zimpapers (The
Chronicle) and The Worker a ZCTU published
newspaper.
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Gold Miners besiege sacred
heritage site in Chimanimani
By Joshua Chibvuma

I

#Joshchibvuma

llegal gold miners in Zimbabwe have are even going
against sacred Traditional
sites preservation in their
search for gold in Chimanimani
mountains and surrounding
areas.
Despite existence of Environmental laws in place to protect our
natural resources heritage from
destruction, illegal gold mining goes on. Legal rules should
be complied with by citizens for
order in society to prevail.
This has not been the case with
illegal gold miners throughout the
country. In Chimanimani mountains this has continued to the
detriment of sacred pools, rare
fauna and flora species.
In Chimanimani, mining in the
National Park has continued unabated despite recent calls by the
Minister of Information, Publicity
and Broadcasting Services against

Gold mining in
the National Park
has continued
unabated despite
recent calls by
government to
stop
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mining by companies and people
in National Parks and several operations by law enforcers against
the practice.
The mountain is part of the
Trans-Frontier National Park
shared by Mozambique and Zimbabwe.
The park is home to some of the
world’s rare fauna and flora. The
park is home and sanctuary to the
famous Eland.
Chimanimani Mountains is a
tourist destination for years. Some
of the tourist sites include sacred
bubbling pools.
Some of the pools include Tessa’s
pool and many numerous water
sources in the form of springs in
the heavily dissected mountain
range.
The sacred pools have been associated with mysterious events
as elders claim. Parts of the
mountain range has been used
for cultural practices to appease
spirits by traditional leaders.

Mining
Indigenous Knowledge System
has saved these sacred pools for
long. However, tables have turned
as gold is now sought where the
makorokoza think it is found. The
sacred have been targeted since
makorokoza believe these are also
sources of gold nuggets.
It is claimed that the liberation
war fighters during the liberation war used to consult spirits in
the sacred parts of the mountain
ranges with positive results being
realised.
Despite all the benefits attached
to the Chimanimani mountain
range the gold rush that began
since 2002 has continued to cause
severe damage to nature. Maybe
the question to ask is should we
allow unplanned illegal mining to
continue? How best can mining
be done with the natural environment in mind? All these and other questions will remain without

answers as the mining is done illegally.
The illegal do not
care about Environ-
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mental and Social Impact Assessment. They do not care about
the the country. Non-compliance
with the laws of the land is costly
to our shared environment.

Joshua Chibvuma is an
independent researcher with
interest in natural resources
management, sustainable
development, climate change
impacts and GIS/RS application in natural resources
management. Joshua holds
the following qualifications;
Post Graduate Diploma in
Education (ZOU pending),
Msc Natural Resources Management and Environmental
Sustainability (BUSE), BA
4th Year Honours Geography and Environmental
Studies (GZU), BA General
Geography, Portuguese and
History (UZ) and Certificate
of Training in GIS and RS
(SIRDC).
Contact E-mail address:
jchibvuma@gmail.com

To advertise
call our marketing Executive Ollmen on: 0775322156
or our landline:
0242 750264.
email: ollmen.chidamba@
zimining.co.zw
www.zimining.co.zw
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Illegal sand miners defiant of the
environmental law, blame economy
By Ernest K. Mando,
Masvingo

U
@ernestkmando

rbanisation has led to a
rise in sand demand for
construction subsequently
witnessing the proliferation of illegal sand mining in many
parts of the country.
The sustainability of its extraction has
however become worrisome as this is
causing massive land degradation in
sand endowed areas.
With high unemployment rate and
prevailing economic hardships in the
country, sand has created a lucrative
business opportunity for the community particularly youths, unfortunately
with wanton destruction of the environment.
On the other hand, registered mining
companies such as Derbyshire Quarry
that observe environmental management standards and operating procedures suffer competition and conflicting interests.
In Harare south, one of the hotspots
for sand poaching has witnessed serious socio-environmental conflicts with

Registered mining
companies that
observe environmental management standards
and operating
procedures suffer
competition and
conflicting interests.
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various stakeholders including private
companies, residents and ZRP. In some
cases, sand poachers dig in the land
belonging to registered companies.
One of the concerned Mine Managers
from a company that cannot be named
for official reasons said;
‘Illegal sand poachers dig in our stands
and do not respect us; they can even
destroy the road coming into our
premises. When they sell their sand,
their prices are very low as compared
to ours as the private sector so that
means we have competition.
They only temporarily operate away
from our vicinity when we raise an
alarm over their operations but with
time you see them coming back again’
A visit made by the writer in Harare
south shows that some homesteads
have been left outstanding typically on
a hilly landscape due to land degradation around the homestead.
Older persons and children cannot
safely walk away from their yards as
its all steep slopes around the homestead. Sand poachers are also digging
into agriculture fields destroying crops
and vegetables without the consent of

Mining And Environment

owners. It is also alleged that in
some cases they extend into grave
yards. Open defecation is also an
obvious consequence of these illegal sand mining activities as the
areas where they operate do not
have toilets, worse safe water for
their consumption during their
activities.
While ZRP and EMA are playing
their part to curb this tragedy,
there is much resistance from

sand poachers as they only temporarily vacate the areas when
police or EMA officials come, and
continue to operate once they
leave. On the other hand, efforts
by private mining companies to
get rid of these poachers are failing to fully curb the problem. Indeed, sand poaching has become
a socio-environmental tragedy.
Illegal sand miners blame national economic hardships for their

TIPPER TRUCKS AND
EQUIPMENT FOR HIRE
TIPPER TRUCKS
EXCAVATORS
LOADERS

0773331463
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operations as they acknowledge
understanding of the environmental impacts of their operations. One of the sand poacher
interviewed said (interpreted);
‘Yes we know that we are causing environmental degradation
and also polluting the water used
by community and Irvines but
we have no option because our
families survive by these activities. There are no jobs, industries
have closed and now COVID-19
has shut down our alternative
income generating activities elsewhere. There used to be very few
poachers here but look there are
so many of them now including
women. This is our new industry’
The above statement is a clear
testimony of defiance and a likelihood of even the worst corollary
on the environment due to sand
poaching if no immediate actions are taken to fortify current
governance efforts. This article
identifies the need for a multistakeholder engagement towards
this tragedy beyond EMA and
ZRP. The issue of land ownership
needs further scrutiny, and where
possible engage political actors
and local authorities on land
issues engage civil society organisations, private sector, NGOs
and residents to strike a balance
between societal needs and environmental sustainability.
Ernest Mando is an Environmentalist, Educator & Content Developer with research
interests in extractive sectors,
biodiversity, environmental
governance and health& safety.
He is currently studying a PhD
in Environmental Management with UNISA. Contacts:
+263-772244193, 735404802 or
email- ernestkmando@gmail.
com
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ZiMining - industry magazine fills void
By Tichaona Zindoga

I

n 2019, when I was editor at The Herald, I was
excited to learn that there
was a team of journalists
led by Cde Thomas Chidamba
that had just started a wonderful
publication appropriately called
ZiMining.
With the knowledge of the importance of the mining industry,
I immediately concluded that this
was an important addition to the
marketplace that is the media
industry. It filled a yawning gap.
I will first illustrate why mining
is important: it is not just about
the big companies with machines
tearing the earth apart to expose
its mysterious innards.
It is not about companies victoriously displaying well polished,
shiny good bars.

A mining publication is an important tool to mediate and narrativise
what goes on in
there within the
complex milieu.
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Mining is not just about its many
problems that it causes to the
environment or societies that it
operates from. It is a complex
phenomenon that is tied to our
history as humans, as Africans
and as modern society. Mining,
like all human activity has shaped,
and been shaped by, people. In
this relationship – this fantastic
and strange intercourse – there
are many stories to be told.
This is why a mining publication
is an important tool to mediate
and narrativise what goes on in
there within the complex milieu.
Indeed, it would be remiss for a
publication of this nature to tell us
about certain aspects such as processes, outputs, investments, etc,
without also telling us about the
environment and implications on
sustainable development, social
justice or growing inequalities.

We also want the esoteric or
spiritual story of gold mining to
be told and appreciated, illustrating to us that mining is indeed
something that has a life of its
own – has a soul.
On the balance of the above, I
was happy to collaborate with Cde
Chidamba so that he could share
some of his content with us at The
Herald so that we would mutually
benefit from and reinforce each
other.
Collaborations and creating synergies are themselves a new approach in the media space, done
on the basis of shared values.
I trusted, as I do now, that
ZiMining would provide critical
insights into the mining industry
as a media niche.
With a year gone by, it appears
the team is on course.
Happy first anniversary!
*Tichaona Zindoga is the

founder and Head of Content at
Review & Mail online publication. He is a media Consultant

and former Deputy/Acting
Editor at The Herald. He can be
contacted on +263782994101

SWIFT MINE DEVELOPMENT?
LET’S TALK SPECIALISED
CONTROLLED BLASTING
T & A Drilling and Blasting
is the best when it comes to
efficiency improvements in
mines through specialised
contolled blasting, decline
mining, passive underground
support (shotcrete), blast
vibration monitoring, sand
blasting, surface and underground drilling and blasting.

visit: www.tandadrillingandblasting.co.zw
www.tadrillingandblasting.co.zw
visit:
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Blackbox: leading supply chain
distributor of key raw materials

B

lackbox Investments
first initiated trading in Zimbabwe in
2014, with the vision
to become the country’s leading
supply chain distributor and supplier of needed raw materials to
Zimbabwean based manufacturing companies.
The company founding directors
created work ethic and principle
established on aggressive sales and
marketing, coupled vibrant and
motivated approach to serving the
expanding customer base within
the country nationwide.
The company continues to target
growing our customer base and
product offering to key industries
within Zimbabwe and to become
recognized market leaders within
the product categories offered to
our target markets.
We specialize in procurement and
distribution of key raw materials for Zimbabwe manufacturing
requirements.
The company boasts a global supply network to enhance cost efficiency whilst continually adjusting
supply variables to create value for

our customers.
Blackbox Investments is strategically structured into five divisions
working autonomously to increase
our product offering:
Mining Chemicals
Industrial Chemicals
Water Treatment Chemicals
Oils & Lubricants
Commodity Polymers
The company has seen and contin-

The company
has seen and
continues to
pursue growing
our portfolio of
products to our
customer base.
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ues to pursue growing our portfolio of products to our customer
base.
As a support function related to
the business model, Blackbox
has over 5000m2 of warehousing
infrastructure whilst separately
including self-contained bond
warehouse facility with an extra
2000m2 capacity for stock holding.

ZiMining, journey we have travelled
By Tafadzwa Goronga

A

group of friends
went sight-seeing
in the mountains
one fine afternoon,
around this time last year.
While enjoying the panoramic
view of the area beyond, behold
thoughts visited some of them.
The area below was endowed
with patches of lush green vegetation, undulating rocky plains,
deep rivers laced, with silted sand
beds. There were some deep gullies where the belly of the earth
had fallen foul to human activities.
This was the beauty of the land
that the eyes could only, see but
beyond the earth’s crust, the
friends imagined all sorts of
mineral -gold, nickel, diamonds,
copper, tin, chrome, tantalite and
even quarry stones -buried underground.
An idea struck some among
the group, who then decided to
try their hand at excavating the
minerals going forward but for us
at ZiMining, we wanted to be the
voice of the minerals as well as the
miners.
It was at that juncture the magazine ZiMining was born.
The planning, the consultations,
the slips and burps all pegged
down the idea at some points.
But like the legend of the gecko,
we at ZiMining never allowed the
setbacks to derail the dream. To
the unvitiated, the gecko wanted
to climb the tallest tree in the
forest but always slipped and fell
hard on the ground on each attempt. But the gecko never gave
up. Instead, the lizard looked up
and would try to climb even higher than before. Some partners -the
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www.zimining.co.zw

exclusively minin

Great Dyke Mine
on schedule:
Mliswa

Golden
Valley to
light up
Kadoma

Govt urged to speed up
Mines Act amendment
miners and mining equipment
suppliers were skeptical to come
on board because of the perceived
polarization in Zimbabwe media.
However, there are some partners
and including government departments who embraced the new
baby and gave us a helping hand.
We are still taking baby steps and
hope to only improve the quality
and quantity of our product -online and in future as hard copy.
The dream remains to be the
leading and authoritative voice on
all things mining in Zimbabwe
and beyond.
The media landscape has been
like an abyss but we are determined to smile at the end of the
day. It’s with great joy that we
look back at the first issue and see
how far we have come. But the
big challenges await tomorrow
as we trudge the road and try to
embrace more partners and ideas
that will add to product benefits
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and at least help to grow Zimbabwe’s GDP and even lifestyles
of people who live off the mines.
The journey continues dear readers and advertisers and we hope
one day this publication will be a
century old.

An idea struck some
among the group,
who then decided
to try their hand at
excavating the minerals going forward
but for us at ZiMining, we wanted to be
the voice of the minerals as well as the
miners.
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Plans to revive Ziscosteel
By Brenda Musemwa

H

ope is not lost for the
revival of government owned Zimbabwe Iron and Steel
Company (ZISCO) as plans are
afoot to resuscitate the fallen
giant using the latest technology
and local content.
The once mighty Ziscosteel
stopped operations in 2008 amid
lack of capital and allegations of
poor management.
Acting board Chairperson Engineer Martin Manhuhwa said they
are working round the clock to revive Ziscosteel to its former glory.
“The long term thrust is to come
up with a robust strategy for the
steel industry in Zimbabwe and a
partner that would revive Zisco-

“The long term
thrust is to come up
with a robust strategy for the steel
industry in Zimbabwe and a partner
that would revive
Ziscosteel using the
latest technology
and local content,”
he said.
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steel using the latest technology
and local content,” he said.
At its peak, Ziscosteel, would produce up to one million tonnes of
steel per year.
Ziscosteel is a sleeping giant
with a vast empire that includes
ZimChem, Lancashire Steel, and
Buchwa Iron Mining Company.
Eng Manhuhwa said helping Ziscosteel’s subsidiaries to full production will assist in the resuscitation of Ziscosteel.
“The board and management are
working flat out on the thrust that
we revive Ziscosteel’s subsidiaries,
which are a low hanging fruit.
“We have Zisco coke ovens and
ZimChem, which are lucrative
subsidiaries and when revived can
go a long way in helping revive
Ziscosteel,” he said.

Chemberi Stadium in sorry state despite
churning out world class Netball players
By Mutsa Sibanda

T

he hype that greeted all
who entered Chemberi
Stadium in Mashava
whenever Gaths Mine
Netball Club was in action is now
confined to the history books.
This sprawling stadium with a specialized netball enclosure survived
almost a decade after the mine
ceased operations before economics struck and action stopped.
The ground is now just a ramshackle with little to remind the
discerning eye that this was once
an almost eternal home of countless national league championships.
Gaths Mine Netball Club buried
every team that came this way
during their peak in the 2000s,
winning back to back league titles
and producing quality players such as Nakas Phiri, Pauline
Jani (Pictured above), and Joyce
Takaidza (pictured in action
below).
The gangly Takaidza finished
among the top 10 scorers at last
year’s Netball World Cup finals in
Liverpool, England and was the

Zimbabwe Gems’ highest-rated
player.
A ray of sunlight appears to
have shone through the environs
with the emergence of Platinum
Queens, who are fighting to reclaim Gaths Mine’s lost status.
Platinum Queens are based in
Zvishavane, less than 40kms from
Mashava, and finished as runnersup in last season’s Rainbow Netball League.
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Among their outstanding players
were 20-year old defender Claris
Kwaramba and goalie Tanaka
Makusha who were also part of
the history-making Gems squad
that became the first senior female sporting team to qualify for
a World Cup as well as Progress
Moyo, a non-playing traveller.

Gaths Mine Netball
Club buried every
team that came this
way during their
peak in the 2000s,
winning back to
back league titles
and producing quality players such as
Nakas Phiri, Pauline Jani, and Joyce
Takaidza.

Sodium Cyanide

Made in Georgia 1000kg

Wire Wool

Sodium Cyanide

Activated carbon
coconut 25kg

Made in Georgia 60kg

SHURUGWI BRANCH
Now Open
PLOT 18 SEBANGA

KUDA KAHONDO JOSEPH NDUNA
+263 712903639 +263777909994
+263777940066

Jupiter (H) 082-110

PROFITABLE BUSINESS,
POWERFUL TRUCKS

AVAILABLE

EX-STOCK

Designed in collaboration with the Volvo group, the next generation VEDX8 engine delivers
best-in-class 250 HP and 950 NM torque, resulting in class leading fuel efficiency.

A VOLVO GROUP AND EICHER MOTORS JOINT VENTURE
DULY TRUCKS
3 Bristol Road, Workington,
Harare
Harare: (0242) 753984-6
Elliot: 0773 369 877
Godfrey: 077 205 874
Tendayi: 0772 613 075
Thembi: 0773 446 138
Simba: 0718 923 385
Mildred: 0772 776 286

CROCO COMMERCIAL
Harare Showgrounds

...

Mutare: (020) 64751-4
Cadwell: 0773 713 703
Julius: 0776 744 762
Gweru: (054) 2224 081-5
Rodwell: 0712 937 264
Gary: 0773 580 451

Bulawayo: (029) 65282-9
Mildred: 0776 005 753
Levison: 0772 133 705
Gary: 0772 310 548
sales@dulys.co.zw | www.dulys.co.zw

Harare: (0242) 771973
Arthur: 0772 877 837 | Braveman: 0772 285 491
Ruth 0777 702 216 | Hatson 0774 822 199
Chekwa 0773 204 617 | Remember: 0775 808 157
Pieter 0777 506 632
...
Bulawayo: (029) 460 624/626
Erick: 0772 601 772 | Johanne: 0773 790 916
Chiredzi: (0231) 3391-6
Godfrey: 0772 285 382 | Farirayi: 0772 477 461
Masvingo: (039) 264 833, 263 608 | Thompson 0772 678 178
Selous: (0628) 44886/7
sales@crocomotors.co.zw | www.crocomotors.co.zw

